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Woodland Hills, CA -- (SBWire) -- 06/03/2019 --Family Divorce Solutions (FDS) is pleased to announce one of
their members is a recipient of the Eureka Award from Collaborative Practice of California.
Collaborative Practice of California (CPCal) is a group that facilitates divorce and civil collaboration for the
entire state of California. The Eureka Award is awarded to those who "have made significant contributions and
demonstrated an abiding dedication to establishing and sustaining Collaborative Practice in California." CPCal
awards the Eureka award to no more than 5 people per year.
For her part, Fosgate was surprised to be selected for an award. She said, in part, "I am honored and humbled to
receive this award and I thank all my colleagues who nominated me. Being a Eureka Award winner inspires me
to continue offering my no court services and to encourage couples to divorce differently."
Fosgate is an attorney who is a member in Family Divorce Solutions. FDS works with couples we encounter
with unreconcilable differences, a collaborative mediated divorce that is easier on all spouses involved. Couples
are encouraged to make use of the extensive services and resources offered by FDS. This includes counseling,
attorney advice and financial options to help during a potentially trying time.
The website has an extensive listing of services, blogs with many excellent tips and advice on divorce and a list
of members. There is also extensive discussion on collaborative divorce, what it is and how it works for all
people involved.
About Family Divorce Solutions of San Fernando Valley
Divorce isn't something most people want to think about, but if you find yourself needing the guidance of an
experienced team of attorneys, neutral financials and mental health professionals, look no further than Family
Divorce Solutions of San Fernando Valley. It is our goal to get both spouses together so a solution can be
worked out as smoothly as possible. Family Divorce Solutions of San Fernando Valley was born in 2011 with
the idea that divorce doesn't always have to be ugly. The collaborative process will address the emotional needs
of the whole family without allowing the negativity to impact children and other family members. If you would
like to schedule a consultation, please contact us at (818) 933-4504. We hate that you are going through this, but
we are glad to help in any way we can.
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